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A method to improve the annotation mechanism based on Readium
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Abstract. With the rapid development of information technology, great changes have taken place in
people's reading habits, and paper books are being replaced by eBooks. Digital annotation tool
allows readers to highlight or insert notes into eBooks during the process of reading, which is an
important way for readers to interact with book contents, and can significantly improve reading
experience. Readium is an open-source framework with a series of high-performance techniques for
EPUB parsing, but the annotation mechanism of it performs poorly. In order to improve the
annotation function of Readium, this paper presents a new annotation mechanism based on Rangy
library. After the application of proposed method, the problem that annotation can’t adjust its
position to adapt to the changes of display attributes of an eBook has been successfully solved.
Moreover, this paper provides convenient tools for user to customize the annotation effect. All the
work in this paper will make the Readium framework more perfect.
Introduction
The idea of eBooks emerged ever since the creation of computer, and the progress of modern
computer and network technologies in recent years accelerated the popularity of eBooks[1]. In 2010,
sales of eBook readers increased to 300 million in America [2]. In China, outputs of eBooks had
kept a great growth speed which was at least 25% from 2007 to 2011[3]. At present, Amazon sold
more eBooks than paper books [4]. E-reading has become an important part of modern lives. In
education, eBook has evolved to e-textbook, based on which, electronic schoolbag has been widely
applied in class [5].
During traditional reading process, reader can emphasize some important contents by using
underscores, or writing marginal notes on the page. Annotation helps readers reach a deeper level of
engagement and promotes active reading, which embodies the reader’s “dialogue with the text” and
makes the reader’s thoughts into visible record [6]. In a research about the application of eBooks in
class, annotation is regarded as one of the most important features that can promote the process of
learning [7, 8]. Annotation has been given new possibilities in information environment. For
example, Kindle readers can upload the annotations content to social Medias, which can satisfy
reader’s socialized reading needs [9]. According to a research, anchored text and annotation-based
discussion environments can help deepen discussions of the corresponding text and further reader’s
understanding of it [10]. Therefore, providing eBook readers with effective and convenient
annotation tools can help promote reading experience.
Readium is an open source framework to promote the application of EPUB standard, with SDK
and APIs to produce a high performance EPUB reading system [11]. Annotation mechanism has
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been implemented in the framework, but its functions are rather weak and seriously affected user
experience, typical features of which is that the annotation on the eBook page cannot adjust itself
with the change of display attributes of corresponding text. In order to provide readers with a highly
personalized and convenient annotating method with perfect user experience, this paper is trying to
improve the annotation mechanism of Readium Based on Rangy library.
Analysis
Annotation mechanism of Readium.
Essentially, EPUB is a package of web pages that follows the norms of EPUB. The key to parse
an EPUB eBook is to access and display the resources in each page according to the EPUB
standards, and the basic process of it is shown in Fig. 1. Resources in EPUB include video, photo,
audio, web pages, CSS, JavaScript file and other media files. When user chooses an eBook to open
from file system, all the resources in the EPUB will be extracted into system memory by Radium,
then the program begins to access information from EPUB norm files, including catalogue,
metadata, relative paths of resources etc. After that, the browser engine will send a request to local
server asking for EPUB resources, and the local server will get resource from memory and send it to
browser engine in the form of file streams. At last, the browser engine will organize all the
resources and render a HTML page on display terminal.

Fig.1.The basic process to display an EPUB of Readium
The annotation function is built on the mechanism of displaying EPUB pages, which is
implemented by analyzing the pages in the browser engine and modifying the elements of it. Fig.2
displays the essential steps of annotation mechanism.

Fig.2.Essential steps of annotation mechanism
Implementation of main steps:
Step 1. User selects the content to be annotated. The way to select book content is different in
different platforms. On mobile terminals, such as Pad or smart phone, the user needs to long-press
the screen and drag election bar to select the content. In contrast, the user uses mouse to select texts
in personal computer. The program will create a range object to store and manipulate user selection
and judge whether the range object contains texts [12]. If it contains texts, going to step 2, otherwise
the program is over;
Step 2. Go through all the nodes in the range object, and find out all text nodes and put them into
an array. Then go through this array and process each text node in this array according to step 3.
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Step 3. Create a range object for each current text node, then call API getClientRects by this
range object, which will result in an array of TextRectangle object [13]. Each TextRectangle object
is a rectangle model for a line of text, which contains important attributes of this line including
height, width and position relative to the document page.
Step 4. Go through the TextRectangle object array, and build a div node according to the data of
each TextRectangle object. Thus a div node is created with the same size and position as the text
rectangle, and then it is put into the right position with absolute position. The newly added div node
will change its style according to cascading style sheet to form various annotations. Fig.3 and Fig. 4
display the highlight annotations effect and underline annotation effect, respectively.

Fig.3.Highlight annotation

Fig.4.Underline annotation

Existing problems of the annotation mechanism of Radium
Step 3 and step 4 are essential steps of annotation process in Radium. Annotation attributes can
be obtained in step 3, and annotation view is generated in step 4. According to mechanism of
Radium, annotation is located with absolute positioning, therefore once an annotation inserts in a
page, its position will not change no matter how the attributes of the EPUB page changes, which
will lead to the problem of dislocation of annotations. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate two examples
that the annotation could not adapt to the changes of font size and page column, respectively.

Fig.5. Highlight dislocation after fontsize change Fig.6. Highlight dislocation after column change
Improvement to annotation mechanism
Method.
In order to solve above problem, the method of covering a node on texts to simulate the effects
of annotation must be changed. A new mechanism that insert span node into book contents to get
annotation effects, i.e., insert annotations into texts as a part of the content, is proposed in this paper.
Specifically speaking, for each text node in selection area, the program will find out its parent node
and then insert a span node into its parent node. Then the program makes span node a container of
the text node and changes the view of the text according to the settings of style sheet. The reason to
choose span node lies in that it is an in-line element that will not take up a line alone and can stay
together with text contents in one line. This mechanism enables that span node to be a part of book
contents, effectively eliminating the original influence that the newly added node on the book
layout.
Implementation.
According the idea and mechanism above, the basic process of the improved annotation method
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is shown in Fig. 7, which is based on Rangy library.

Fig.7. Basic process of improved mechanism
Step 1 and Step2: They are as same as the step1 and step2 in above section;
Step 3. Get parent node by calling the parentNode attribute of the current text node, and get its
parent node;
Step 4. Create a span node and insert it into the parent node got at step 3 through API
insertBefore, which can be inserted into the parent node with a span node before the current text
node;
Step 5. Call API appendChild to insert the current text node into the span node got at step 4. This
step will make text node a child node of span. At last, span node changes its inner texts style
according to cascading style sheet to form final annotation effects.
Compared with the original mechanism, this method is easier to implement and more convenient.
Additionally, it needs less counting steps which may cause some errors.
Personalize annotation
Annotating is a way of individualized expression, so single and constant annotation style can’t
meet all the needs of different users. Therefore, personalized annotation are considered and realized
in this paper. The method to achieve annotation effects in the proposed mechanism is to insert a
cascading style sheet into the document while loading EPUB page. Since cascading styles in the
sheet can be covered by adding new styles into the document, modifying the styles of annotation
can be realized by adding new cascading style sheet on the EPUB page. Based on this mechanism,
the function of setting and modifying attributes of annotation style by user according to personal
preference is realized in this paper, and several built-in popular annotation styles are provided for
users to choose. Fig. 8 demonstrates the comparison of annotation styles before and after
modification.

(a) Annotation before modification

(b) Annotation style after modification

Fig.8. Comparison of two annotation styles
Results
In order to verify the effectiveness of the new mechanism proposed in this paper, we change the
display style of an eBook and check whether the annotation will change automatically to adapt to
the corresponding text.
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Fig. 9 displays the original annotations by the proposed mechanism. After increasing the font
size and changing the page column from one to two respectively, the annotations change
accordingly and match with the text perfectly, as shown in Fig.10 and Fig. 11. Obviously, compared
with the dislocated annotation effects in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the proposed mechanism can obtain
perfect annotation effect, and successfully solve the problem in Radium.
Moreover, as pointed out in above section, we can also get better and personalized annotations
by providing user with personalized attribute setting functions.

Fig.9 Annotations in a normal eBook

Fig.10. Change fontsize

Fig.11. Change display format
Conclusion
The defect and the mechanism of the annotation in Radium open source framework are analyzed
in this paper. A novel method is presented to insert annotations into text contents to make
annotations a part of book contents based on Rangy library. Through the comparison with
annotation effects in Radium, the results show that the proposed mechanism and method can
provide users with better annotation effects and personalizing annotation functions, which can
promote reading experiences and meet individual needs. In future works, we hope to add more
annotation tools into Readium framework and promote the diversity of annotation styles for users.
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